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“...the value and understanding of our 2nd and 3rd legacies…”
Dear friends,
Hello to one and all, I hope
that your summer is going
well, and that your service
brings fulfillment and grace
to you. I have so much gratitude for this wonderful service position as Trustee. AA
continues to carry the message and it is always exciting
to participate at any level of
service, it is daunting to realize the immense responsibility, the huge challenge we
have and humbling to be
enlightened with the gift of
sobriety.
I would like to encourage
sharing with our group members the value and understanding of our 2nd and 3rd
legacies more than we do
now. I believe that we do a
very good job of sharing
with the general membership
the merits and implications
of our 1st legacy. All of you
have experienced and have
come to understand how
important all of our legacies
are individually and for the
entire fellowship. Bill stated
in AA Comes of Age:
"In the early days we saw
that it was one thing for a

few alcoholics to get well, but
the problem of living and
working together was something else. Therefore it was
into an uncharted future that
we looked from the window of
Dr. Bob's living room in 1937
when we first realized that
alcoholics might be able to get
well in large numbers.....
Could we function as groups
and as a whole? No one could
say. Our friends the psychiatrists, with some reason, had
begun to warn: 'This fellowship of alcoholics is emotional
dynamite. Its neurotic content
can blow it to bits.' When
drinking we were certainly
explosive enough. Now that
we were sober, would dry
benders and emotional jags
blow us up?"
Isn't that our challenge still, to
tether our alcoholic natures
that the psychiatrists and Bill
referred to, again, for our individual and common welfare?
Native people believe that
where there is a poisonous
plant that could hurt or kill,
the Creator also put the antidote plant nearby and this is
the case in AA, the question
and the answer are together. In

our challenges are also
our solutions. On page
79 above, Bill describes
the challenge and on
page 98 in AA Comes of
Age he presents our solution. Bill says:
"Pride and fear and anger - these are the prime
enemies of our common
welfare. True brotherhood, harmony and love,
fortified by clear insights
and right practices are
the only answers. And
the purpose of AA's traditional principles is to
bring these forces to the
top and keep them there.
Only then can our common welfare be served;
only then can AA's unity
become permanent."
I believe Bill is saying
that we can be our own
worst enemies and that
by being aware of this
fact then we can apply
our spiritual principles to
the pride, fear and anger.
How do we know we
need to drop something
if we don’t even know
we are holding it? It saddens me that a newcom-
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er or an AA member of
short or long term sobriety leaves AA because of
our “self will run riot”
behaviors because it
could quite possibly put
that person’s life in jeopardy. So, I would ask that
we encourage our GSRs
and the chairs of group
meetings to have topics
on our 2nd and 3rd legacies. When I first got
sober it wasn’t until I
became a GSR then
DCM, that I began to
understand how important unity and service
were to me and my fellow AAs. I believe we
have a responsibility just
like Bill and Dr. Bob
when they passed on to
the entire fellowship the
permanent keeping of
our three legacies in
1950, which is to keep
these legacies for us in
perpetuity but to always
share them with the still
suffering alcoholic.
Take Care and God
Bless,
Rod B.
Pacific Regional Trustee
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“Rotating leadership is the best.”

We truly are
blessed to have
this Fellowship,
the Steps of recovery, the Service structure
and all these
wonderful people! A.A. not
only saved my
life but it continues to give
me a life worth
living.

A.A., as such, ought
never be organized.”
And as the long form
of tradition nine suggests, “Rotating leadership is the best.”
Every service position
I’ve ever held has
brought a new awareness of the multifaceted aspects of this Fellowship that we call
Alcoholics Anonymous. At the end of
the two year commitment I am always
ready to rotate out
and move on to something new. That usually happens just when I
begin to feel like I
know what I’m supposed to be doing!
That is part of the
beauty of rotation, the
necessity of rotation.
If I continue more
than a two year commitment the position
becomes mine, rather
than me serving it, it
would serve me. It
would become totally
backwards and upside down. I’ve seen
that happen more
than once with predictable results.
Besides it’s exciting to
see ‘new blood’ come
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in and not only bring
new energy and direction, but to experience
the same blessings of
growth and understanding that I have. It
is exciting to see. I’ve
heard people grumble, “Rotation isn’t
the same people rotating through the
various jobs.” To them
I say, “Be the change
you want to see.
Stand for one of those
Area offices or Standing Committees. If you
don’t it will be the
same dedicated people joyfully serving the
Fellowship that has
saved their lives.”
My service sponsor
told me that, “Service
is gratitude in action.”
I love that, as well as
the statement that,
“God does not call the
qualified, He qualifies
the called.” My only
addition to that last
statement is to be
sure you’re called and
not just, “well I meet
the minimum requirements to stand.”
Another thing I’ve
learned about rotation is from our Past
Delegates. Just be-

cause they have rotated through the Service
Structure doesn’t
mean that ‘they’re
done’. We here in Area 69 are very blessed
to have a lot of Past
Delegates who, at
their own expense, are
still willing to suit up,
show up, and share
their vast experience,
strength, and hope
with us. The ‘Ask-itBasket’ meetings
soon became one of
my favorite activities
at our Area workshops.
We truly are blessed
to have this Fellowship, the Steps of recovery, the Service
structure and all these
wonderful people!
A.A. not only saved my
life but it continues to
give me a life worth
living.
Doug R.
Panel 61, Area 69
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The Spirit of Rotation
I would like to share a
“secret” about the
spirit of rotation. It is
not about giving up a
job just when you
start to understand
what you are doing
and why (although it
often works that way).
It also is not about
getting rid of the
“deadwood” – people
holding a position but
not doing the job (but
it does accomplish
this).
The spirit of rotation
is about giving every
member of Alcoholics
Anonymous the opportunity to be of service.
Why is this important? Because one
of the best kept secrets in A.A. is that
service – carrying the
message – in all of its
various forms is one
of the best ways to
ensure continuous
sobriety and a great
life.
I know people who
only want to do certain kinds of service.
They want to serve in
their group, or at the
“Area”, or maybe they
just want to carry the
message in institutions or do one on one
twelfth step work.
And for them, for now,
that’s perfectly okay!
It doesn’t matter what
kind of service you do,
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as long as you do it!
Simply by staying sober a long time and
being willing to serve
you will be given opportunities you would
not have dreamed of,
and if you stay sober
long enough, and live
long enough, you really can do it all. I say
this from the viewpoint of someone who
has lived a long life
and managed to stay
continuously sober
since September 10,
1963.
Simply by virtue of
that fact I have been
privileged to serve as
a twelfth stepper, a
sponsor, and a service
sponsor. I have held
service positions in
my home group, central office, district,
and the Utah area, as
a standing committee
chair, area chair and
delegate (as well as
approximately 28
years carrying the
message to hospitals
and institutions). I
have spoken at AA
meetings, roundups,
conferences and conventions, with groups
numbering in the single digits and with
convention meetings
including thousands. I
have written many
articles for newsletters and for the
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Grapevine, and done
presentations at district and area functions and at PRAASA.
I have chaired meetings, committees and
events.
All of this service has
been one day at a
time, one position at
a time. As I tell people
when they ask how to
become an oldtimer,
don’t drink and don’t
die. And one of the
ways I ensure that I
don’t drink is by being
of service. Right now I
am actively serving as
Treasurer for the
2015 PRAASA.
I also have two service positions that
never require rotation
– past delegate
(where you rotate to
the back of the room
and wait for someone
to ask for your experience) and sponsor
(where sometimes
you are lucky enough
to work with someone
who stays sober and
becomes a lifelong
friend).
Mickey H.
Past Delegate,
Panel 49, Area 69

“The spirit of
rotation is
about giving
every member
of Alcoholics
Anonymous the
opportunity to
be of service.
Why is this important? Because one of the
best kept secrets
in A.A. is that
service – carrying the message
– in all of its
various forms is
one of the best
ways to ensure
continuous sobriety and a
great life.”

WORKSHOP PRESENTATION
THE GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE INVENTORY
WHY IS IT NECESSARY?
AUGUST 18, 2012
It is very nice to be back
in Vernal, Utah - thank
you Terry and the District 8 committee for
inviting all of us over for
the workshop. The committee has done a great
job hosting us. When
Terry called to ask me
to share on this topic my
first reaction was to ask
her to find someone
else. She gently reminded me that not a whole
lot of people had any
experience with this
topic so… here I am. My
hope is that these comments will generate
some discussion here
today and later in our
home groups.
Over the next three
years the General Service Conference will
devote precious time
traditionally allocated to
sharing in regards to
Theme and Workshop
Topics, toward debating
dozens of questions
contained in their
“Inventory Plan.”
In 2009/10 during the
59th & 60th GSC, proposals for a Conference
inventory were being
examined. As a Panel
59 first year delegate I

recall reading through the
background information
and as I read a sense of
hope began to grow.
There were inventory
questions and suggestions being proposed that
seemed to me would dramatically improve the way
we take our inventories,
especially as groups, districts and areas. As time
went on and the final proposals began to take
shape my hope faded. I
became aware of some
trustees and delegates
who were seeking to implement enforceable rules
and promoting agendas
that would restrict the
autonomy and authority of
the General Service Conference, General Service
Office, the General Manager and the chairmen of
our corporate boards. As
a result, instead of the
Fellowship adopting some
of the positive ideas for
inventory contained in the
early background materials, we’ve made a decision to proceed with an
inventory plan that is
scheduled for three years
of debate. My faded hope
has become questions of
concern such as, are we
are drifting away from the
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guiding principles left to us
by our founders? If we proceed with this Inventory
Plan, are we allowing those
with restrictive agendas to
move forward their plans to
create a set of laws for the
General Service Conference to obey? We have to
take care that we don’t
allow the Conference process to be hijacked and our
Concepts rewritten to satisfy personal ego driven
agendas.
As we read over the questions proposed for the
“Inventory Plan” let’s ask
ourselves - how does an
average AA member or
even a veteran service
worker participate in this
inventory that is advertised
as “OUR” solution in action? This “Inventory Plan”
separates the General Service Conference from
G.S.R.’s and AA group
members. The questions
are unnecessarily complicated and inwardly focused
and by prolonging the
questions out over three
years continuity is destroyed. Shouldn’t we be
trying to “keep it simple”?
Here are the questions our
Panel 63 Delegate will be
contemplating during his/
her first General Service

Conference experience.
Let’s ask ourselves how
will our Home Group’s
develop an informed
group conscience on
these questions?
“The committee recommended that the following
inventory questions listed
in the “INVENTORY
PLAN,” which were approved by the 2011
G.S.C., be discussed each
year for the 2013, 2014,
and 2015 General service
Conferences:
2013
A. Effectiveness of the
Conference/Conference
Process Overall
1. Reflecting on Concept
One, how does the Conference ensure that it is
the conscience of A.A. as
a whole?
2. How well is the use of
floor actions serving us?
3. Reflecting on Concept
Ten, how well is the authority of the conference
defined?
4. How well does the Conference fulfill the General
Warranties of Concept
Twelve?
B. Composition of Conference
1. Should delegate areas be more consistently based on actual
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2. membership numbers?

G. General Service Board/
Corporate Boards
(A.A.W.S. & A.A. GrapeC. Committee System
vine)
1. Could the committee
1. Is the current makeup of
process be improved to
the board (numbers and
more effectively introduce proportions) still the most
change in the Fellowship, effective? If not, what
and if so, how?
changes should we considD. Yearlong Process Efer?
fectiveness
2. How could we improve
1. What improvements
the methods used to solicit
could be considered to
trustees and directors to
make sure the agenda
get the most appropriate
selection process is more people interested in the
effective?
positions?
2. How well do all Confer- 3. What more could be
ence members communi- done to ensure the General
cate to the Fellowship
Service board remains
about why we have a Con- transparent and thorough
ference and how the com- in their reporting to the
mittee system works?
Fellowship?
How could we improve in H. Leadership
this communication?
1. Reflecting on Concept
E. Conference Preparation Nine, are the qualities of
(background, content,
leadership, as identified in
delivery, etc.)
the leadership essay in the
1. How well do the deleService Manual, still the
gates balance their prepa- qualities that we should try
ration for the conference, to encourage in Conferespecially in keeping with ence members? If so, how
Concept Three and Article successful are we in enThree of the Conference
couraging those qualities?
Charter?
If not, what changes should
F. Conference Week
we consider?
Schedule
1. How can we improve
Our inventories are tradithe way time is allotted
tionally focused on looking
during the Conference for outward and how we can
reports, presentation/
better serve others. Quesdiscussion/workshop top- tions that unify our Fellowics, and thorough discus- ship such as: How many
sion of agenda items?
7th Grade health classes
2. How are leadership and did we visit this past year
participation affected by
to share that alcoholism is
late night work sessions? a treatable illness; and how
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can the Conference help
better sustain those visits?
This type of inventory
question allows every A.A.
to participate and fosters
unity. Instead, this navel
gazing inventory plan
leaves the average A.A.
member out of the discussion. Isn’t this an unnecessary waste of time and
energy of a lot of dedicated people?
The annual General Service Conference already
serves as our housekeeping, house cleaning inventory. This inventory plan
comes at a time when the
General Service Board
and Grapevine Boards are
developing plans for reorganization. We are also
developing e-publishing
parameters for carrying
our message. To add an
additional inventory now
puts way too much on our
plate for these complex
business decisions to get
serious, careful, thoughtful
consideration from conference members. Aren’t we
are putting the cart before
the horse trying to inventory corporations that are
under redevelopment and
restructuring? Seems to
me we are counting chickens before the eggs have
hatched in order to satisfy
feelings that “the sky is
falling, the sky is falling.”
What is the rush?
Our purpose is not to

change A.A. but for A.A.
to change us so we can
stay sober and help
others recover from
alcoholism, together.
The proposed inventory
plan illustrates how far
we have slipped away
from the Spiritual Principles Bill describes in
Concept 3. For unity to
flourish we must trust
each other, we must
trust our General Service Office and related
Boards and we must
trust the committee system. Isn’t it time to stop
micro-managing, nitpicking and looking over
each other’s shoulder?
Thank you for the extraordinary opportunity
to serve Alcoholics
Anonymous and the
Utah Area. May we all
pray for God’s continued guidance and direction, care and protection.
Monte S.
Sunday Morning Serenity

Ogden, Utah

EBOOK Project Update

“

I had never
panicked in the presence of alcohol…
then I remembered
that in trying to help
other people it had
helped me too. And
for the first time
I...said, “Geez, you
need another alcoholic to talk to. You
need a guy like that
just as much as he
needs you.“ Then
came a very strange
chain of circumstances…
-Bill Wilson

Dear Fellow Conference
Members:
Over the last several
months A.A.W.S. has
conducted an intensive
review of our work on the
eBooks project. One of
the conclusions of this
review was that creating
and maintaining A.A.W.S.
eReader Apps was not
going to be sustainable in
the long run. We have
encountered changes in
technology, extensive
development time and
high costs to support
these Apps.
Following much thoughtful
discussion of the review,
we have concluded that
continued development of
eReader Apps is not a
practical or a prudent use
of G.S.O. resources. Ra-

“

“Books That Shaped
America” List Includes
Popular Favorites, Forgotten Titles
The Library of Congress-the world’s largest repository of knowledge and
information--is beginning
its multiyear "Celebration
of the Book" with an exhibition, "Books That Shaped
America," opening June
25. The exhibition is part of
a larger series of programs, symposia and other

ther than committing more
resources to this effort, we
have agreed that we will end
production of an Android
eReader App.
For the time being, we will
maintain what we have created with resources already
committed. Along these
lines, an update to the Apple
iPhone App will be released
as soon as possible, and we
will continue to provide support for this App.
Moving ahead, A.A.W.S.
has decided that the best
way to make eBooks widely
and easily available is to
utilize eReader vendors to
sell our eBooks. We will
begin working toward implementation of this distribution
process, with a planned
release of A.A.W.S. eBooks
following the 2013 General

Service Conference.
As you might imagine, this
was not an easy decision by
the Board. However, as we
gained a fuller understanding of the project, it became
clear that additional funding
and the creation of a new
department would ultimately
be required. This would result in G.S.O. having to
spend more time, energy
and money on eBook technology instead of providing
the valuable services that
continue to help fulfill our
Primary Purpose.
As always, we appreciate
hearing your comments and
suggestions.
In fellowship,
Phyllis H.
General Manager
G.S.O. US/Canada

“Books That Shaped America”
events that explore the
important and varied ways
that books influence our
lives.
"This list of ‘Books That
Shaped America’ is a starting point. It is not a register
of the ‘best’ American
books--although many of
them fit that description.
Rather, the list is intended
to spark a national conversation on books written by
Americans that have influenced our lives, whether
they appear on this initial
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list or not," said Librarian of
Congress James H. Billington. "We hope people will
view the list and then nominate other titles. Finally, we
hope people will choose to
read and discuss some of
the books on this list, reflecting our nation’s unique
and extraordinary literary
heritage, which the Library
of Congress makes available to the world."
"Alcoholics Anonymous" (1939)
The famous 12-step pro-

gram for stopping an
addiction has sold more
than 30 million copies.
Millions of men and women worldwide have turned
to the program cofounded by Bill W. and
Dr. Bob S. to recover
from alcoholism. The "Big
Book," as it is known,
spawned similar programs for other forms of
addiction.
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Public Information
September 10, 2012
Public Information
Committee
Wendy W – Chair
wwhite56@comcast.net
Greetings District 10!
The Public Information
Committee met on Saturday, August 25. Unfortunately, I was the only one
there, so I helped the Central Office Literature Com-

mittee take inventory. But
all was not lost, the work
carries on. Deb and Suzy
are doing a fabulous job of
stocking hospitals and libraries with literature.

serve the District in this
way. It’s been a great
pleasure and honor. I look
forward to seeing you all
on the road to happy
destiny.

I’m sad to say this will be
my last report to you, that I
won’t be doing this particular 12th step work anymore, but very glad to have
had the opportunity to

In loving service,
Wendy
Breaking News:
Wendy to serve
additional 90 days

Pacific Region Forum
The forum started with
Rod B. [Pacific Regional
Trustee welcoming everyone and Ward Ewing
[Class A Trustee
(nonalcoholic), General
Service Board Chairman]
giving opening remarks.
There were three presentations: What is a Class A
Trustee, What is a Class B
Trustee, and an explanation of the GSO staff assignments. After the
presentations there was a
sharing session. This was
the general format of the
forum, presentations followed by a sharing sessions. Also, “Ask it Basket” sessions and videos
were shown: Markings on
The Journey and Young
People Video.
There were 10 Workshops. I went to the following workshops: Tradition Five: Our Primary
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Purpose and Rotation in
A.A. – Principles before
Personalities.
For this writing, I will
focus on the Workshop
that discussed rotation.
My motive for attending
the workshop was to find
out where I can find information about rotation for
AA service work. I
learned that there were
three places where I can
find references about rotation: “The AA
Group” (Pamphlet), “AA
Comes of Age” (Book),
and 2012 Final Conference Report.
The main question is why
should there be rotation?
“…a real step forward in
growth – a step into the
humility that is, for some
people, the spiritual essence of anonymity”, The
AA Group. From the
discussion at the work-
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shop I deduced that when
I hold more than one service position and/or hold
on to a service position
longer than needed, it is
no longer about being of
service but becomes about
ego. And when I am in
ego, my sobriety is in
danger. The AA program
allows me to live a sober
life for which I am grateful. I would hate to abuse
that program and lose my
sobriety.
“Rotation helps to bring
us spiritual rewards far
more enduring than any
fame. With no A.A.
“status” at stake, we needn’t compete for titles or
praise – we have complete
freedom to serve as we
are needed.”
The AA Group
Walter C.
Alternate Delegate
Area 69, Panel 61

Heard at
Fairbank’s
Forum
“The #1 cause of
death in the US
is harmful use
of alcohol.”
"A.A.
depends more on
workhorses than
show horses."
“let's drop the term
13th
stepping"

"if anything
goes in A.A.
meetings,
pretty soon
nobody goes"
"If your
serenity is tied to
getting your own
way General Service
is probably not
for you"
Did you know that
a “dime a day”
will allow you to
get a GV subscrip-

2012
Pacific
Regional
Forum
Fairbanks,
Alaska
September
14 – 16, 2012
“Carrying
the A.A.
Message”
Keith M.

Experience and
observation suggests that
the way we as members
of Alcoholics Anonymous
carry our message of recovery has changed over
the last 75 years. This
should not be seen as
alarming or particularly
unusual, some change is
inevitable. However, I
believe that our program
of recovery as outlined in
our basic text, the Big
Book of Alcoholics Anonymous, was spiritually inspired and as close to
perfect as any document
that exists. I also do not
believe that the disease of
alcoholism has changed
dramatically over the last
half century. So part of
my question is should we
be changing what worked
so well in the past?
Turning our attention to Chapter 7, conveniently titled “Working
with Others,” Bill and the
boys were very clear on
why we need to carry our
message:
“Practical experience
shows that nothing will so
much insure immunity
from drinking as intensive
work with other alcoholics.
It works when other activities fail. This is our twelfth
suggestion: Carry this
message to other alcoholics! You can help when
no one else can. You can
secure their confidence
when others fail. Remember they are very ill.”
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The next passage speaks to
the rewards not just of being
sober, but of having a life
with new meaning. We are
told loneliness will vanish
and we will have a host of
friends. This sounds pretty
good to me. The next paragraph helps find the alcoholics: “Perhaps you are not
acquainted with any drinkers
who want to recover. You
can easily find some by asking a few doctors, ministers,
priests or hospitals.” Once
the drunk is found, there is
an incredible passage on
the top of page 90 that tells
us what to do next: “When
you discover a prospect for
Alcoholics Anonymous, find
out all you can about him.”
This includes patterns of
behavior, his problems, his
background, his knowledge
of his condition and his religious leanings. We are all
very familiar with the rest of
the chapter, which provides
specific suggestions on how,
when and which part of our
message we carry to our
prospect. There are a few
suggestions on page 96
which appear to be rather
rare in today’s world: “He
may be broke and homeless. If he is, you might try
to help him about getting a
job, or give him a little financial assistance …Perhaps
you will want to take the
man into your home for a
few days.” A brief review
suggests that early times
were focused on complete
altruistic willingness and a

desire to go to any lengths
to investigate the prospect
and carry the message.
My early personal
recovery in rural Utah was
different, but also somewhat
similar. The sponsor of my
early years was Max Y., an
old school 12th Stepper. My
education began sitting with
my sponsor at his kitchen
table where we read the Big
Book and he shared dozens
of 12th Step stories. These
stories included successes
and failures, humorous anecdotes and tragic endings.
After four or five months, I
was invited along on 12th
Step calls, not as a participant, but as an observer.
Gradually over the next few
years I began participating,
first with Max and another
member, then just with Max.
About half or maybe a third
of these 12th Step calls
would end with us transporting the prospect to a detox
facility. In our rural setting
these trips were 230 to 600
miles round trip, with lots of
time for discussions about
recovery. I recall at least 25
to 30 of these trips in my
first half dozen years of sobriety. Not all of these prospects got or stayed sober,
but I did.
What I see today in
my home group is different.
I recently polled the members of our home group, and
there has not been a 12th
Step call done by anyone in
the group during the last
three years. A couple of the
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members with over ten
years of sobriety admitted
that they had never been
on a 12th Step call. It appears to me that the most
common way we carry the
message today is we wait
for the prospects to come to
our meetings. Most of the
time after they arrive we
jump into action. We try to
make them feel welcome by
providing meeting lists,
telephone lists, beginner

literature packets, offers of
sponsorship, all very passive behavior on our part.
We seem to expect these
prospects to take all the
action. There are times
when all we learn about
them is their name. I do not
see us as a fellowship
“finding out all we can about
them.” Hopefully the prospect is desperate enough
to return to another meeting,
get a sponsor, work the 12

Steps and then wait for a
new prospect to walk
through the meeting door,
to carry the A.A. message.
I ask for your
thoughts and prayers for
loving guidance as I trudge
along our spiritual path into
the 4th dimension. May we
all walk in beauty as we
pursue our happy, joyous,
and free lives in the fellowship of the spirit.
Keith M., Area 69 Utah,
Panel 61 Delegate

AA Fellowship of the Extraordinary Variety
I bid my friends from Utah
farewell this morning and am
reflecting on the last 10 days
which included the 2012 Pacific Regional Forum held in
Fairbanks Alaska September
14th-16th. Words feel a bit
inadequate to describe the
experience - truly fellowship of
the extraordinary variety.
The journey began with a
group of us meeting at a
lodge on the Kenai River and
progressed nearly 600 miles
North to Fairbanks with activities along the way. The ad-
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venture was incredible, but
what made it so, was who I
was with and where we were
going. We arrived in Fairbanks on Thursday and immediately started running into
friends that had traveled from
all over the Pacific Region
with the same purpose in
mind – to attend the Regional
Forum.
When the Forum begins, I
see and feel this wonderful
energy that reminds me that
we’re about to put names,
faces and voices to the folks
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that serve & work diligently on
our fellowships behalf. All I
can think of is what an incredible opportunity to deepen my
understanding of the relationship between my Home
Group, the General Service
Board, General Service Office
and Grapevine / La Vina. The
weekend was packed with
panel presentations, workshops, ask-it-basket, general
sharing and members’ questions from the microphone.
And, what compliments all this
is the passion with which

attendees absorb the information and engage in discussion in the hallway, at
meals, in the hospitality
room and long after bedtime. Fatigue was apparent, but the unified consensus appeared to be – we’ll
sleep when it’s over.
How lucky are we, a life so
rich in exchange for staying
sober and helping other
alcoholics to achieve sobriety - who knew!
Love/Service,
Torvald H.
Past Delegate
Panel 58
Alaska Area 02

Denali Splendor
I would like to thank my higher
power for allowing me to attend the 2012 Forum in Fairbanks, Alaska last weekend. It
never ceases to amaze me
how well things go when I get
out of the way. After almost
missing my shuttle and traveling 2,865 miles to there I was
greeted at the Airport by our
current & past Delegate, who
played taxi drivers & provided
great service delivering several of us to the Hotel. By the
way there were 6 people from
Utah who got to attend & I felt
extremely fortunate to be able
to be there.
Once we got settled in we
went on a paddleboat ride up
the Chena River to see Reindeer & the Sled dog training
camps (baby musher’s). It was
a fantastic trip & got us ready
to start the Forum experience.
We also got to visit North Pole
Alaska & see the surrounding
sights including the Al-Can
pipeline & all the beautiful fall
foliage, Yellow leaves from
Birch trees & Evergreens
created a beautiful skyline full
of splendor.
Friday opened with a warm
welcome from Rod B. Pacific
Region Trustee & a first time
Forum attendee orientation.
Then our chairman of the
Board, the very Reverend
Ward Ewing (class A , Trustee) gave this excerpted message to all of us… under our
theme “Anonymity : Our Spiritual responsibility in the Digital Age a reminder that our
Traditions continue to be our
spiritual guides in a world of
ever changing communication
technology. It is up to us now
to adhere to A.A.’s spiritual
principals without forgetting
that our primary purpose is to
carry A.A.’s message to the
still suffering Alcoholic. New
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technologies may provide
some challenges, but as Bill
W. said, we cannot sit comfortably in our groups & hope
that others will hear about us
and come around. He encouraged us to remember
the millions of sick alcoholics
who suffer. “Let us at any
cost or sacrifice so improve
our communication with all
these that they may find
what we have found---- a
new life of freedom under
God” By the way, this will be
his last conference serving
our fellowship as Chairman.
He has done allot for AA and
for each one of us as well as
the fellowship world wide.
Also the World Service meeting will be in Rye NY on
October 21-25th, can’t wait
to read the report and it is
available to all who request a
copy.
We also received updated
copies of GSO staff assignments, there will be copies
here today at this assembly,
If you haven’t yet please feel
free to call the office, the
Staff are very informed &
experienced there to help
everyone, they are your
staff…
There was General sharing
session / Ask-it basket by
Ward Ewing as well as Panels on 7th Tradition, Carrying
the message, by our own
Keith M. It’s been a joy to
see how he has grown in
Service as our Delegate. He
gave a very well informed &
prepared presentation. I am
sure he would send you a
copy if you asked. Also there
was sharing about disruptive
behavior, Facebook & Social
media and the Tradition of
Anonymity. The last morning
panel was on “Is General
Service Still Relevant to

Members at the Group Level? Ward also mentioned
with regards to General Service “If not Now When”
There were many people
there from GSO and we got
to meet most of them. Some
of the workshop covered
topics were: A.A. Grapevine
– Today, The Home Groupthe Heartbeat of A.A., Sponsorship in Recovery and
Service- Passing It On, Rotation in A.A. - Principles before personalities. Amy B.
Executive Editor from the
Grapevine office was there
and gave a great presentation and update on our meeting in print. Did you know we
are finally in the Black on
finances with our GV? Amy
and her staff of 10 are doing
a wonderful job of continuing
to improve, update and make
the transitions to the digital
formats today as ever all the
stories come from you.
Grapevine and LaVina, encourage groups and member
to subscribe and give gift
subscriptions to newcomers
or sponsees. This is still one
of the best tools for 12 step
work and anyone can submit
articles or photo’s to the
Grapevine.
They showed us all the 5
G.S.O.Young People’s Videos and you will be happy to
know that although the regular cost to produce a PSA is
around $30,000.00, these
were FREE as they were
created by members & thus
saved our dollars to go for
other ways to carry the message. These are available on
the AA.org website and can
be used in CPC, PI and
other work with professionals
as well as potential members.
There were 6 Trustees there

Ward, Greg, M. Ruth J. Rod,
Phyllis & Madelyn P. each one
shared what is was like to be a
Trustee, How much it added to
their lives & a vision for what
the future might hold for all of
us and those yet to come here,
even the ones that are not born
yet. Greg also mentioned
something very important for
each of us. Rather than try to
remove someone who is inactive or not performing well in
office to ask them if they need
help, sage advice for all of us. I
would be remiss also if I did not
mention Ivy, she has attended
countless Forums & PRAASA’s
and assisted all the GSO people to help better serve us,
Thank you Ivy & thank you for
your service to A.A. Ivy makes
sure everything rolls right she is
the one responsible for sending
out displays literature, presentations. She is a tireless worker
bee in the background keeping
everyone & everything on track.
I would be available to give a
report to your Group or District
especially if I am already attending for a host committee
meeting or regular meeting that
means you could get a Two-fer.
Also if you would like a copy of
the Forum final report will be
happy to email or snail mail one
to you.
I am honored to trudge the road
of happy destiny with you.
Yours in love & service, always
Charlie G.
Area 69
Assembly/Agenda Chair
On an additional note, long
time staff member & trusted
friend to AA, Warren Spafford
is not doing so well; please
keep him & his family in your
prayers…

Area 69 Calender
September 21-23, 2012

Fall Assembly (Area Elections)

District 6

November 3-4, 2012

Fall Workshop

District 11

December 1, 2012

Area Committee Meeting (Pass
the Gavel)

District 10

February 23, 2013

Area Committee Meeting

District 4

March 1-3, 2013

PRAASA 2013

Area 18, Boise, ID

April 6-8, 2013

Pre-Conference Assembly

District 10

April 21-27, 2013

General Service Conference

New York

May 17-19, 2013

Post-Conference Assembly

District 3

June 15, 2013

Bridging the Gap Workshop

TBA

June 16-21, 2013

University of Utah School on Alcoholism District 2, U of U Campus

August 16-18, 2013

Pre-Assembly Workshop

75th Anniversary
of
Alcoholics
Anonymous
Big Book
in 2014
Celebration
being planned:
More will be
revealed!

TBA

Message from Monte
ROTATION – A SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE
On February 26, 2011 I suited up and showed up to our
Area committee meeting in
Price, Utah. For the first time
in many years I didn’t know
where I was supposed to fit
in. The experience reminded
me of going to my first AA
meeting alone. In both cases
I remember not being able to
decide where I should sit or
what I should do with my
hands. That day, in those
early moments of confusion,
while alternating folding my
arms and putting my hands
in my pockets I met Christy
R.
Christy had been brought to

the meeting by her sponsor
and seemed to be suffering
from the same symptoms I
was having. We introduced
ourselves and began chatting. Each of us expressed
our fears - Christy was
looking for an AA service
position and I had a position
I had no idea how to do.
Our area decided that our
immediate past delegate
(me) should rotate into
serving as the area newsletter editor. The only thing I
could bring to the assignment was a minimal amount
of desire because I had no
knowledge, skills or ability

about producing newsletters. However, come to find
out, the lady I had just met,
while standing at the back
of the room looking for a
place to sit, is employed by
a large school district. She
works in the publication
department and one of her
duties is to produce newsletters! We hit it off immediately.
This edition of Area 69
News and Notes will be the
last one Christy and I will
work on together. Christy is
an enthusiastic, silent, out
of the limelight trusted servant who volunteered to

share her talents to produce
Area 69 News and Notes. I
am going to miss working
with you and thank you for
all your dedicated service to
our Fellowship.
A sincere thank you to all
those who contributed to
Area 69 News and Notes
these past two years.
Thank you for this extraordinary opportunity to serve.
Now I will go sit on my
hands.
Happy Trails,
Monte S.
Area 69 News & Notes
Editor

Thank you for the opportunity to work on the Area’s newsletter. This has been a fun and fairly painless learning experience.
I ‘ve only accompanied my sponsor and her husband to various service events and always marveled at the way Alcoholic’s
Anonymous works. I was always apprehensive about getting into service at the Area level because I tend to get way too
involved and I didn’t know if I had the right stuff! For Monte to have a need and for me to have the experience and for us to
even start talking to one another is another example of showing up and leaving the results to God. I’ve experienced Monte’s
spirit of generosity and support. Thank you, Monte. With Love, Christy R.
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